Skill Mill Opportunity Model

Standpoint:
What if the ‘magic’ of ‘The Skill Mill’ is that it is just work.

What makes this worthwhile?

The Skill Mill Opportunity:
To use the ‘Life chances fund’ and the
set of uk-based sites to investigate and
evidence the process of becoming an
engaged citizen through work.

•
•
•

Inform Policy about work as a
mechanism for desistance
Case study of social enterprise as a
form of restorative justice
Can effectively replicate & scale TSM

Jan 2019

What are the changes that will support
and realise the change?
•
•
•
•
•

Supervisor development infrastructure
Robust research approach and
methodology
Understanding and management of
work landscape in each site’s location
A set of employer policies and
recorded variation of local practices
Acceptance that the experience of
work at each site is different.

2023

What are the enablers?

Desired Impacts:

Business outcomes:

•

•

•

•

•
•

An authentic and defined work
environment: culture, values,
processes and practises
A learning mechanism to ensure site
differences and effects are understood
and best practise shared and adopted
A well defined set of ‘work’
opportunities at each site
Evidence for the transformations of
TSM’s YP.

Difficulty & Complexity:
[Monitor & react to]

•
•
•

What are the negative consequences?
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Defining the TSM ways of working and
values
Misaligned perceptions about TSM
Local authorities/partners need to trust
its value and support its delivery
Having the Human Resources to
build and support the necessary
organisational infrastructure.
Reluctance to define and formalise
TSM operations & distribute roles
Reliance upon YOTs. Necessity of
YOTs

Understanding ‘what’ of SM supports
employability and reduces re-offending
Clarity about the value and level of
regional autonomy
TSM is a sustainable enterprise
delivering on its social mission
Understanding of the transformation,
and their factors, which the YP
evidence.

•

•

Reliance on the supervisors’
capabilities
Maintaining authentic ‘employment’
produces challenges for the research
approach & its tools
Site variance will add to the complexity
of management and quality assurance.

•
•
•

Evidence base of financial savings
based upon successful desistance
Targets met against all LCF criteria
Increasingly successful performance
against outcomes 4+5
Job Creation: TSM

The Skill Mill Innovation:

?

The novel part of The Skill Mill is that it
employs ex-youth offenders.
It capitalises on a unique set of
organisational (and expertise)
partnerships.
The Skill Mill is potentially innovative in
its employment culture for supporting
ex-youth offenders within work.
The Skill Mill is innovative in delivering
positive social impact in support of the
YJS.

